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Join Calvin and Hobbes on all their adventures in this three-volume collection of every comic strip

from the comic stripâ€™s eleven year history (1985 to1996).Calvin and Hobbes is unquestionably

one of the most popular comic strips of all time. The imaginative world of a boy and his

real-only-to-him tiger was first syndicated in 1985 and appeared in more than 2,400 newspapers

when Bill Watterson retired on January 1, 1996. The entire body of Calvin and Hobbes cartoons

published in a truly noteworthy tribute to this singular cartoon in The Complete Calvin and Hobbes.

Composed of three hardcover, four-color volumes in a sturdy slipcase, this New York Times

best-selling edition includes all Calvin and Hobbes cartoons that ever appeared in syndication. This

is the treasure that all Calvin and Hobbes fans seek. Â 
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(I just received this today--The Complete Calvin and Hobbes! 10/4/05)4.9 StarsThe collection

consists of 3 books within one slipcase. Each page notes the date(s) of original publication of the

strip(s) on that page. The strips have an appearance of being imposed on the page separately in

respect to their original publication dates. This differs from other Calvin and Hobbes

collections/treasuries; within those pages you find the strips laid out as a combined whole without

distinction between each strip. There are also, of course, the wonderful watercolors by Watterson

which appear occasionally, on pages respective of content and chronological order.Book One starts

with a 14-page introduction/forward written autobiographically by Watterson on his view of comics

and his relationship with Calvin and Hobbes. Includes photo of Sprite and a few other comics/early



works by Watterson, as well as an early version of Calvin and Hobbes. Book One includes all the

comics of 1985-1988; Book Two 1988-1992; Book Three 1992-1995.This is definitely an archival

collection and not ideal for constant casual perusing, though the attractiveness makes it hard to

resist. The printing, layout, paper, binding are beautiful but any wear and tear would be

heart-breaking. This leads me to describe one drawback: these books aren't really hardbound

books. They look so, because of their hard covers, but actually they are what's called "cardboard

articles", meaning the pages are not stitched to the spine, and instead glued. Albiet, this is common

book binding practice, but I'm sure most of us wouldn't have minded paying some more for real

hardbound articles for the sake of longevity in preservation.

Let me first say that Calvin and Hobbes is by far my favorite cartoon strip of all time. Even better

than Far Side. When I first heard that this complete set was coming out I was thrilled! Finally all of

Bill Watterson's work would be available in one deluxe book set! This is why I was kind of upset

after really going through the set to find out that it's really not complete. It's very close...but definitely

not complete.Sure this set contains all the comics that ran in the newspapers, plus the cover art for

the books, and various other special pictures/poems Bill drew for the series... but if you check out

some of the older Calvin & Hobbes collections that were released, you'll find a whole bunch of really

funny one-picture strips mixed in with the comic strips that are not included in this set. These were

never put in the newspapers, they were probably made specifically for the older collections just to fill

up space. For example, one of these one-picture strips featured in the very first Calvin and Hobbes

collection shows a terrified Calvin in the back of car his Mom is driving holding up a big sign to the

other drivers that says he's been kidnapped. Hilarious stuff...which makes me wonder why it wasn't

included in this "COMPLETE" Calvin and Hobbes set.Then there's also a bunch of pictures at the

beginning and end of certain Calvin and Hobbes colections that didn't make it to these sets. For

instance, at the very end of the collection "Scientific Progess Goes Boink", there is a large picture

showing Susie looking down on the sidewalk shocked to see a crude drawing of herself, while

Calvin and Hobbes are laughing behind a tree. Why wasn't this included?!All in all, I do realize that

I'm nitpicking with these left out pictures and one-picture strips.
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